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INTERACTIVE WHITEBOARDS

Towards an

inter-operable world
Import, open, convert, save, export
2Touch Workbook opens documents
created using other IWB software, enabling
inter-operability between differing
interactive solutions. We give educators
access to use and edit resources from the
largest global communities.

Involving everyone
flexi
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Use with any IWB

Deploy instantly

Workbook is licensed
for use with any
hardware, maximising
flexibility for educators.

Customise
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“white
boarding”
The spontaneous act of
expressing a group's output
visually on a shared surface.

concept mapping
Workbook's integrated concept
mapping allows objects (including
multimedia and web) to be visually
associated with each other.
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Working

with video
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When brainstorming,
apply ink annotations
as text to map.

Access resources
as needed.
Hide or expand
sections on command.

Play videos (including You-Tube
and live feeds) right on the
canvas. Take snapshots, annotate
etc while videos play.
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Maps enhance
comprehension
and learning.

to your needs

Every educational setting is different.
Workbook can be optimised to
provide preferred tools, utility
launches, resource links, layouts and
behaviours. This is key to achieving a
more relevant, spontaneous,
student-centred learning
experience in the classroom.
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Workbook's multi-user functions
allow users to work at the canvas
simultaneously. Now, integrated
Xorro-Q allows users to interact
with the shared surface from
their desks.
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The tiny installer for 2Touch
Workbook makes downloading and
installing a moment's work.
Administrators love Workbook's
low-impact non-intrusive design.
Once installed, Workbook's
"footprint" consumes minimal
resources. Workbook is readily
deployed over a network.
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Resource Finder
Rather than forcing users to
download large libraries, Workbook’s
unique Resource Finder canvases the
internet for your images, videos and
interactive media. Resource Finder
filters ensure that only appropriate
content with copyright permissions
are offered for use.

Harnessing
the internet

Workbook's integrated browsing
means web activities and pages are
seamlessly accessed on the canvas.
This makes drag-and-drop to
canvas simple! Use live feeds in
lessons; perform parallel web
inquiries on multiple browsers;
work collaboratively on the same
shared canvas.

Browser on canvas

Download 2Touch Workbook from update.twotouch.com.
The 30 day free trial converts to a permanent licence on activating Workbook. 2Touch IWB customers are entitled to free site-wide activation.
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2Touch Workbook now incorporates Xorro-Q

enabling students to participate from their seats, using any
browser-enabled device to answer questions or send text to the
current page.
Benefits:
Collect & share instantly

Web Service

Teachers can call for opinions, collect votes,
assess understanding and share contributions
selectively with the class. All data can be
downloaded for later analysis.

Teacher
laptop

Involve every student
Students can answer questions posed by the
teacher, and have their contributions shared
with class. Teachers can make responses
anonymous.

Use student supplied devices

Smart Phones

Mobile phones, tablets, laptops… anything
with a browser can use Xorro-Q.
Leverage distributed devices to win freedom
from proprietary technologies.

Multiple locations
Share the display and voice, and participants
from anywhere can contribute through their
browsers.
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